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Introduction
Although I currently live in North Carolina, I was born and raised in Chicago, and I try to
keep up on Chicago news. When the Chicago Teachers Union went on strike in September of
2012, I followed the strike closely, and I wasn’t the only one. Beyond the coverage in the
Chicago newspapers, the strike in 2012 grabbed the attention of national news outlets such as the
New York Times, the Washington Post, and CNN, because of the issues involved and because it
was a national election year. President Obama’s ties to Chicago, and the fact that his former
Chief of Staff, Rahm Emanuel, was the mayor at the time, ensured national interest.
In Seattle in 2015, teachers went on strike for some of the same issues as in Chicago –
test scores in teacher evaluations, pay, and school resources. The outcomes in Seattle, however,
was quite different from that in Chicago. Seattle teachers were more successful than their
counterparts on Chicago and I noticed some differences in how the media covered the Seattle
strike from how the media covered the strike in Chicago. I wondered if the media had played any
role in the strike outcomes.
Study purpose and research questions
To understand the relationship between the media and the outcomes of teacher strikes, I
explored the framing issues involved in the media representations of teachers, teachers’ unions,
and school management in the context of two teacher strikes – Chicago in 2012 and Seattle in
2015. My research questions were:
● How were teachers portrayed by the media?
● How were teachers’ unions portrayed by the media?
● How were management officials (e.g., superintendents, board members, mayors)
portrayed by the media?
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Theoretical Framework
To examine the media portrayals of teachers, their unions, and management officials
during the two strikes, I relied on the theories of framing, agenda-setting, second-level agendasetting, and critical discourse analysis.
Framing
We are engaged in a constant effort to make sense of the world, and one of the ways we
do this is through conceptual frames. By organizing experiences into frames, whether natural or
social, we can understand events (Goffman, 1974). These frames are used to interpret new
experiences, shaping a person’s perspective on any given topic. Media outlets, politicians,
advertisers, and others wishing to influence public opinion engage in framing -- the use of
conceptual frames to present information in ways that will sway public opinion.
Within media analysis, framing is a concept that overlaps with theme and discourse
(Altheide & Schneider, 2017). Figure 1, from Qualitative Media Analysis, provides a helpful
illustration of the relationships between format, frame, theme, and discourse. Althede (1996)
defines frames as “very broad thematic emphases or definitions” (p. 7), and themes as “general
meanings or even ‘miniframes’” (p. 7). He defines discourse as “the parameters of relevant
meanings that one uses to talk about things” (p. 8). The figure demonstrates that discourse lies
withing the themes and frames that the writers or speakers are using to shape opinions.
Figure 1
Altheide & Schneider’s illustration of relationships between media formats, frames, themes, and
discourses.
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There is much research on framing in the news media, dating back to the 1970s, when
Goffman first put forth framing theory. More recently, in an examination of how framing could
be used to sway public opinion on education inequality, Eng framed the issue in four different
ways, to appeal to different types of audiences (Eng, 2016). He argued that the media has
historically played a significant role in how educational issues have been received by the public,
and that framing has led to some changes in public perceptions of the power and role of schools
in our society. Unfortunately, as in the case of the media’s consistent portrayal of the “hero
teacher,” whose heroism is based on charisma and entertainment, this can lead to negative
consequences for educators and schools (Harris, 2009).
Numerous examples of the effects of framing on educational issues can be found in
recent years. The Common Core’s reputation suffered because those in opposition to it portrayed
it as an attempt on the part of the federal government to dictate curriculum to states and schools
(Henderson et al, 2015). The “Wisconsin uprising,” the series of protests and resistance that
began when Governor Scott Walker introduced the Budget Repair Bill in February of 2011,
which took away collective bargaining rights for teachers’ unions, was not successful in stopping
the passage of the bill by the legislature. Chesters (2016) argued that the uprising suffered from
framing the issue as one of fairness because, “the concept of fairness is also hostage to the
structural and situational context in which such judgments are made” (p. 464). At the time of the
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“uprising,” the country was experiencing very high unemployment rates and budget reductions in
state and local governments, which colored people’s perceptions of fairness.
Agenda-setting
Framing and agenda-setting work together to influence people’s perceptions of issues of
importance. The two theories were first proposed nearly simultaneously, with McCombs and
Shaw’s agenda-setting theory published in 1972 and Goffman’s framing theory published in
1974. While framing theory argues that the ways in which the media present topics influence
how they are perceived and processed, agenda-setting theory posits that news media set the
political agenda at any given moment based on what issues they give the most coverage and what
issues they do not cover.
Research has shown that people are more likely to identify something as an important
political issue if it has received significant coverage by news media (McCombs & Shaw, 1972).
Links have been found between reporting on certain issues and people’s opinions on the relative
importance of those issues. Walgrave, Soroka, and Nuytemans (2008) found that the media,
especially newspapers, had agenda-setting power in Belgium throughout the 1990s. They also
demonstrated that the agenda-setting power of the media varies by issues. This was also shown
in a study by Lecheler, de Vreese, and Slothuus (2009) which found that news framing of an
issue produces large effects when the issue is of low importance to the audience.
McCombs (1997) argued that the agenda-setting ability of the media requires journalists
and publications to consider carefully the purpose of each article in building consensus.
Although many journalists argue that any agenda-setting effects are inadvertent, McCombs
identified the various roles, from less to more overt, that journalism has played in setting
political agendas. These agenda-setting effects can impact individuals’ opinions and have
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political consequences. In 2011, Moon found that the more people use news media, the more
susceptible they are to agenda-setting effects, and that the agenda-setting effects influence their
political participation.
Second-level agenda-setting
Second-level agenda-setting theory can be seen as a combination of framing and agendasetting. This theory argues that news media representations shape how people feel about the
issues they say are important. In other words, the “slant” used in any report or representation of
an issue affects people’s attitudes on that issue (Shen et al., 2014). The research, however, is not
conclusive. Studies regarding the effect of political advertisements, for example, on people’s
attitudes toward individual candidates have had mixed results. One study (Roese & Sande, 1993)
found that when a candidate ran a negative advertisement that drew attention to his opponent’s
physical appearance, people often felt more negatively about the candidate running the
advertisement. When the negative information focused on other aspects of the candidate’s
opponent, it was effective. Wu and Coleman (2009) found significant second-level agendasetting effects in the 2004 presidential campaign for John Kerry. Voters absorbed negative
portrayals of Kerry in the media and transferred those negative perceptions to their voting
intentions.
Wanta, Golan, and Lee (2004) found that second-level agenda setting was apparent when
individuals’ opinions regarding a foreign nation were negatively affected by negative news
coverage. This link between negative reports and negative public opinions was also found in a
study of media framing of New York City’s sugar-sweetened beverage portion-size cap. A study
by Donaldson, et al (2015) found that news coverage used frames opposed to the regulation 84
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percent of the time, helping to solidify public opinion against the regulation and leading to its
demise.
Critical discourse theory
In my analysis, I used a framework of critical discourse theory to understand the ways
that the language and images used in the media reports of the teacher strikes contributed to, and
created, the public’s understanding of the strikes. The media’s portrayals of the power
relationships, their characterizations of the issues and personalities involved, and their depictions
of the individuals and their actions were examined using the lens of critical discourse theory.
Critical discourse analysis (CDA) goes beyond an analysis of how language is used to
persuade. It draws on a range of tools, qualitative and quantitative, to analyze textlinguisitic
details (Huckin et al., 2012). Critical discourse analysts pay attention to all parts of the text,
including silences, to pull out the inequalities and abuses of power that are in the text and its
context. Huckin, Andrus, and Clary-Lemon (2012) argued that it allows the researcher to
“coordinate the analysis of larger (macro) political/rhetorical purposes with the (micro) details of
language” (p. 111). Critical discourse analysis is particularly useful for educational researchers
because it can make visible the connections and discrepancies between discourse and policies.
CDA combines grammatical and textual analysis with critical theories of society (Gee, 2004). It
is assumed that CDA is based in social theory, such as theories of power and ideology.
Methods
In this study, which seeks to understand two specific events over short periods of time, it
is appropriate to use a multiple case study approach. The research questions, which limit the
study to the portrayals of the strike actors by the local media, focus the study on the cases as they
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played out in public. The goal is to understand how each group and each side of the negotiating
table was portrayed in the media.
Stake (1978) argued that, when the goal of a study is to understand, the case study is an
appropriate choice. Stake explained that experts develop their understanding of human affairs

through personal experience, within specific contexts, which allows them to gather expertise that
applies in a broad variety of situations. Flyvbjerg (2006) also argued for the use of case studies in
research because they produce context-dependent knowledge that allows people to progress in
their learning from beginners to experts, and because, “in the study of human affairs, there
appears to exist only context-dependent knowledge” (p. 221).
Sample
I reviewed a total of 361 articles from local newspapers. The articles were published
between August 1 and September 30 of the relevant years. These time periods allowed for media
coverage of the strikes from beginning to end, with descriptions of the issues and resolutions.
Given the differences in populations and numbers of daily and weekly newspapers in each
location, the distribution of articles was as is shown in Table 1. Selection of these data sources
allowed for consideration of the context, author, publisher, institution, and intended audience of
each item, which assisted in identifying the framing taking place, and in determining why any
item worked in the way it did.
Table 1
Publications and articles
Publication

Total Number of Articles

Chicago Tribune

217

Chicago Sun-Times

49

Chicago Reader

12
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Seattle Times

63

Seattle Stranger

20

Total

361

The items selected for inclusion in the data were identified through online archive
searches of each publication using specific terms that pertained to the cases, as well as through
searches of LexisNexis and Proquest. The exception to this was the Chicago Tribune, whose
archives consist of scanned paper copies of issues which are not searchable. This required me to
read the news and city news sections of every issue between August 1 and September 30 of 2012
to find items related to the strike. I had planned to use qualitative research software, specifically
Atlas.ti, to organize and analyze the documents. Unfortunately, the format of the archives for the
Chicago Tribune was not compatible with Atlas.ti. Instead, I created Excel spreadsheets and
conducted the analysis “by hand.”
Data analysis
All the items included in the analysis were studied with the use of protocols designed to
identify the framing that was used. The protocols were used as steps of analysis that assisted with
the identification of the frame and its interpretation. I used a document analysis protocol and a
photo analysis protocol to review each item pertaining to the strikes. I then used a critical
discourse analysis protocol to determine what elements of language within the articles were used
to create the frames and to note any language or topics that were missing.
For example, in an article describing the programs available to students during the
Chicago strike, the author wrote, “Churches and other not-for-profit organizations also stepped
up to ensure that children would not be left on Chicago’s streets, already plagued this year by an
onslaught of violence” (Chicago Sun-Times, September 10, 2012). The author used the passive
voice (“be left on Chicago’s streets”) to portray the students as victims of the strike and of
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violence, and to attempt to engage the reader’s sympathy. Also, by proposing that students would
either be in school or on the streets, the author implied that the students’ families would do
nothing to occupy their children during the strike without actually including any information
from families about what their plans were. In describing the streets as “plagued by an onslaught
of violence,” the author left out the important information that most shootings in Chicago
happened on the weekends and late at night, times when children are not normally in school.
Results
In articles where anti-strike or pro-strike framing was found, I used CDA to determine
how the frames were created that encouraged readers toward particular opinions about the
strikes. I evaluated the words the authors used, the photographs that were included with the
articles, the selections of quotes the authors included, and the placements of the articles within
the publications to discern how anti-strike or pro-strike frames were created. Through my
review, I found that, in the case of Chicago, 45 percent of all the articles had an anti-strike frame
and only 19 percent had a pro-strike frame. In Seattle, there was a higher percentage of pro-strike
articles (42) than of anti-strike articles (36). Table 2 shows the findings of my analysis in all
publications.
Table 2
Summary of items relating to the strikes in all publications.
Publication

Anti-strike items

Pro-strike items

Readership

n

percentage

n

percentage

Chicago Sun-Times

24

49

11

22

400,000 daily

Chicago Tribune

101

47

34

16

400,000 daily

Chicago Reader

1

8

7

58

100,000 weekly

Seattle Times

29

46

22

35

230,000 daily

Seattle Stranger

1

5

13

65

90,000 weekly
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Chicago
In anti-strike news articles in the Chicago papers, the union was described as
“deliberately dragging out the protest,” “angry,” “hell-bent on striking,” and “extremely
frustrated.” The strike was called “theatrics,” “devastating,” “drama,” “unnecessary,” “a strike of
choice,” “avoidable,” “a tragedy,” “a roller coaster,” and a “battle.” Teachers were described as
“angry” and “complaining.” The language describing teachers in the news articles referred to
them as “walk[ing] off the job,” having a “fiery attitude,” and “hitting below the belt.” One
article implied that teachers had to be bribed to implement any reforms in the past: “Since 1987,
when the city’s teachers last walked out, former Mayor Richard M. Daley got leaders of the
Chicago Teachers Union to go along with various reform measures by raising teachers’ pay and
improving their retirement benefits.”
In the editorials and opinion pieces with an anti-strike frame, the union was described as
“flame throwing,” using “fiery rhetoric,” and “shouting.” The strike was called “avoidable,”
“unnecessary,” and “polarizing the city.” Karen Lewis was described as “fiery,” “passionate,”
and having taken union members “over the edge.” The headlines of the editorials – e.g., “If
Chicago teachers strike now, it’s the union’s bad call,” “Teacher union’s unwise ‘strike of
choice’,” “Teachers risk losing a lot if strike drags on,” and “Stand up to teachers, don’t
demonize them” – make it clear that the papers did not support the strike and believed the
teachers were being unreasonable.
In both the anti-strike news and anti-strike opinion pieces, teachers were often portrayed
as unaware of the impact the recession had on employment, and as “demanding respect and they
will take it by force if necessary.” The union, it was said, “may walk out on children next week,”
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and was “stiffing their students, the children’s parents, the taxpayers and the town in general.”
Karen Lewis was described as “patronizing, blustery,” “grip[ing],” “fueling [the] membership’s
anger,” and “talk[ing] tough.” The strike was described as “expensive,” a “terrible
inconvenience,” “disrupt[ing] a child’s education,” “stressful…for parents and children,” and a
“challenge for parents citywide, but especially for those in poor neighborhoods.” One letter to
the Editor asked, “Is it a leap from a strike to a street shooting?”
In Chicago, there were fewer articles with a pro-strike frame, and several of those also
expressed doubts about the strike or agreements with the CPS officials. In the news articles, the
union is referred to as a “clear winner,” “ready to strike,” “not the bad guys,” and having “no
sense of urgency.” The teachers are described as “believ[ing] the public supports them,”
“competing in the court of public opinion,” and “sincerely want[ing] to be back in the
classroom.” The authors state that the teachers have had many things taken from them and had
“stuff rammed down their throats.”
In the pro-strike items, the strike is described as having many causes, including lack of
resources, lack of staff, lack of programs, lack of playgrounds, lack of textbooks, lack of respect,
and lack of air-conditioning. It was also described as “drag[ging] on all week,” full of “political
fallout for Aldermen,” “locally supported,” and “nationally bashed.”
In the pro-strike letters to the editor, the union is described as not wanting to strike,
wanting “what’s best for students,” and going on strike to “force quality education.” By contrast,
the district officials were said to have “belittle[d]” and “offend[ed]” teachers and not put students
first. They were described as not “understand how to effectively educate children,” “funding
charter schools ahead of public schools,” and “hav[ing] no idea what they’re doing.” Rahm
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Emanuel is described as “wrong” and as making an “immoral demand” when he “demand[s]
[that] workers work for free.”
Seattle
In the anti-strike Seattle news articles, the teachers were described as having “walked
out” and as “receiv[ing] raises at levels many haven’t seen in recent years.” The union was said
to feel “no mutual trust” with the district, to “want to see new ideas from the district before it
goes back to the bargaining table,” and to “[have] an incentive to get a good deal this year,”
because of the recent Supreme Court rulings. The Court had ruled that the state needed to
develop a plan for fully funding schools using reliable, dedicated funds. The argument here was
that teachers were striking to get big raises because that would ensure higher levels of funding
for the schools and teachers moving forward. The strike was called “‘harmful and damaging to
the District, our students, and our community,’” “illegal,” “inconvenient,” “put[ting] pressure on
families,” and “forc[ing] parents to get creative.”
In the anti-strike editorials, letters, and opinion pieces, teachers were described as having
“walked out demanding raises,” “demanding too much,” “at risk of becoming a symbol of
excess,” and using “inflammatory rhetoric.” The union was described as having “siphoned off
[funding] for wages,” “continually ask[ing] for more,” “plan[ning] to close schools,” “fighting,”
and “want[ing] to get as much as it could before…cutbacks occurred.” The strike was described
as “causing 53,000 children to remain on summer vacation,” “so hurtful to communities,
families, and children,” “illegal,” “hurt[ing] broader efforts to improve education funding,” and
“stiff-arming more than 50,000 kids and their families.”
In the Seattle items with a pro-strike frame, teachers were described as “put(ting) students
at the center of everything (they) do,” underpaid, and as “want(ing) to work.” The union is
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described as arguing for state funds to go “to kids,” and as having been bargaining since May.
The district is described as “unwilling to invest in the priorities that educators need to be
successful with students,” and as unready for negotiations back in August. The items refer to the
strike as being “about properly funding schools (and) giving kids the recess time that research
shows they need.”
Cross-Case Analysis
I also compared the contexts of the strikes to deepen the cross-case analysis. There were
some similarities among the issues in the strikes in Chicago and Seattle. In both situations, the
teachers were striking for higher pay. Teachers in both strikes were also trying to get student test
scores eliminated from their evaluations. Teachers in Chicago were concerned about class sizes
and a lack of resources in their schools. They were also concerned about an insufficient amount
of support services available to students. In Seattle, teachers were concerned about caseloads for
psychologists and therapists, which affected the availability of those services to students, and
about the amount of student testing.
Teachers in Chicago achieved some of their contract goals, but they also conceded to
several of the demands of the district leaders. Teachers won pay raises, but at a much lower rate
than they had hoped. They were able to retain their salary step and lane increases, but lost the
option to cash in remaining sick days at retirement. They succeeded in not adding any additional
time to the teachers’ workday but accepted the district’s demand that principals did not have to
set aside any positions for teachers who had been laid off. They were unable to eliminate student
test scores from teacher evaluations but succeeded in decreasing the role of student test scores in
teacher evaluations from 40 percent to 25 percent in the first two years of the contract and 30
percent in the last year.
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In Seattle, the union achieved nearly all of its goals. Teachers won pay raises that were
less than what they had hoped, but they also won additional pay for a longer school day. The
district agreed to their demands for mandatory recess, limits on caseloads for a variety of student
services providers, and the elimination of the use of student test scores in teacher evaluations.
The teachers also won the creation of Equity Committees in 30 schools to work on eliminating
inequities in student discipline.
Throughout both strikes, the teachers enjoyed strong support from the parents of the
students (Moser, September 17, 2012; Burnett, September 11, 2015). It is possible that this
support played a role in gains at the bargaining table. Prior to the strike in Chicago, the union
executed a communications plan that distributed their talking points to the public, in general, and
to parents, in particular. By the time the strike was declared, parents already knew what the
issues were (Sun-Times editorial board, September 12, 2012). Given the economic and political
context of Chicago in 2012, union leaders were wise to communicate to parents that they were
trying to achieve changes, such as smaller class sizes and increased resources for schools, that
would benefit their children. The political momentum in the Midwest at the time appeared to be
in favor of anti-union policies.
Union members in Seattle stated that they learned from the Chicago strike (Hoop, D.,
n.d.). As one union member put it: “We’re following the example of Chicago in showing people
how you fight back. For years, this union has been much more of a negotiating, concessionary
union. Now we’ve managed to turn it a little bit toward power.” It is interesting that the teacher
used the word “power” when describing the union’s approach to the contract dispute. Labor
strikes are displays of power that challenge the traditional employment power structure, where
most of the power lies with the employer. In 2018 and 2019, teachers went on strike in West
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Virginia, Oklahoma, Arizona, Colorado, and Los Angeles and gained significant pay raises and
other changes to their benefits and working conditions (Fernandez Campbell, February 14, 2019;
Goldstein & Dias, April 12, 2018; California Federation of Teachers, January 23, 2019;
Associated Press, May 3, 2018; Bidgood, March 6, 2018). Teachers can change the power
dynamics with school districts and state governments when they organize.
The style of “fighting back” in Seattle was significantly different than in Chicago, where
the mayor controlled the district and he and the union president were often confrontational in
their speech. In Seattle, which was not a mayor-controlled district, the union president, the
superintendent, and the board of education did not engage in personal critiques that were
documented in local media. This may have contributed to the more positive media coverage in
Seattle; or, if personal critiques were in fact lobbed at each other by the negotiators in the Seattle
strike, the choice by the media not to include those comments created more positive framing of
both sides.
There were other differences between the contexts of the strikes, and the passage of three
years between the two strikes is important to note. In 2012, many states still had not recovered
from the 2008 recession, and unemployment in the country in December was just barely below
eight percent (Bureau of Labor Statistics, December 11, 2012). Although school funding in 2012
in Illinois had increased beyond 2008 levels (Leachman et al, 2016), the Chicago district was
facing a budget shortfall. Chicago school leaders throughout that time had increased funding for
charter schools while closing neighborhood public schools since 2001.
By 2015 during the Seattle strike, unemployment was down to 5 percent nationally
(Bureau of Labor Statistics, April 2016), but school funding in Washington was still below 2008
levels (Leachman et al., 2016). Washington had a history of under-funding schools, as found by
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the Washington Supreme Court in the McCleary decision. The 2015-2016 school year was the

first year that charter schools had been allowed to operate in Washington, but the Supreme Court
ruled on September 4, 2015, that the law allowing charter schools and their funding was
unconstitutional.
There were also significant differences in the formats of the anti-strike and pro-strike
items included in the newspapers. In Chicago, items with a pro-strike frame were more often
letters to the editor or opinion pieces. Of the 11 items in the Sun-Times that were pro-strike, five
(or 45 percent) were letters and one was an opinion piece. Of the 34 items in the Tribune that
were pro-strike, 13 (or 38 percent) were letters and 10 (or 29 percent) were opinion items. The
table below compares the pro-strike and anti-strike items, by type, in the Tribune and the SunTimes.
Table 3
Pro- and anti-strike items, by type, during Chicago strike
Item type
Letter
Opinion
Editorial
News

Chicago Sun-Times
Pro
Anti
5
0
1
3
0
6
5
15

Chicago Tribune
Pro
Anti
13
17
10
15
0
15
11
54

During the strike in Seattle, pro-strike items in the Seattle Times were less likely (23
percent) to be letters or opinion pieces than news items. Of the pro-strike items in the Times, 77
percent were news items. The table below shows the number of each type of item that was proor anti-strike in each publication in Seattle.
Table 4
Pro- and anti-strike items, by type, during Seattle strike
Item type
Letter
Opinion
Editorial
News

Seattle Times
Pro
3
2
0
17

Anti
1
4
2
22

The Stranger
Pro
13
6
0
7

Anti
0
0
0
1
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It is interesting that the pro-strike items in both the Chicago Tribune and the Chicago
Sun-Times were more often letters from readers or opinion pieces. Anti-strike items were much
more likely to be news items. The opposite was true of the Seattle publications. By including
more pro-strike news items than opinion items, the Seattle Times made the pro-strike position in
Seattle seem reasonable and valid. In Chicago, where pro-strike items were more likely to be in
the opinion section, the anti-strike framing of news items presented the anti-strike view as the
fact-based view, and the pro-strike view as the emotional view. These choices by the editors may
have influenced readers’ opinions regarding the strikes, which in turn may have affected the
outcomes of the strikes. It is likely that the negotiators during the strikes read some of the news
coverage and/or heard from people who had read the news coverage.
It is also important to note that the total number of articles about contract negotiations
and the strike was much higher in Chicago than in Seattle. There were 278 items in Chicago
newspapers dealing with the strike and only 83 items in Seattle newspapers. The Seattle strike
lasted two fewer school days than the Chicago strike and there was only one daily newspaper in
Seattle, but it is notable that the Chicago strike had more than three times the newspaper
coverage of the Seattle strike. Given that most articles in Chicago were anti-strike, this is
significant agenda-setting and negative framing.
Conclusions and Implications for Education
Although the different contexts are important to remember, my study also noted very
different framing of the strikes in the local media which may have played a role in the eventual
contractual outcomes. It is not possible to demonstrate conclusively from this study that framing
influenced the outcomes of negotiations, but the differences in the framing of the issues and the
outcomes in the two situations is compelling.
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Media framing of the teachers’ strikes in Chicago (more negative) and Seattle (more
positive) likely affected community support for, or opposition to, the strikes and influenced the
different outcomes. Educators in both strikes were depicted in anti-strike items as greedy, asking
for too much, and aggressive. This aligns with the idea of teachers as public servants who work
at the will of the taxpayers, a view that has often conflicted with the idea of teachers as activists
(Cooper, 2015). During strikes, all members of the union become activists, which could lead to
dissonance in people’s perceptions of teachers and their understanding of the role of teachers. In
an analysis of the Chicago Tribune’s coverage of education between 2006 and 2007, at a time
when teachers in Chicago were not striking, Cohen (2010) found that most of the stories used a
frame of accountability, which presented teachers as “lacking authority and knowledge, or even
as the cause of student failure” (p. 116), depicting a structure in which teachers were without
power. Critical discourse analysis indicates that this kind of representation of power relationships
serves as reinforcement of pre-existing assumptions about the role of teachers in our society and
works to maintain that hegemony. If readers assume that teachers are public servants, they will
balk when teachers become activists and attempt to wrest some power for themselves.
This is in line with other studies (Baker, 1994; Goldstein, 2011) that have found antiunion and anti-teacher frames in media coverage of educators. My study adds to these findings
through the use of critical discourse analysis, which identified specific items or characteristics of
the publications and specific discursive practices that advanced these negative frames. The use of
critical discourse analysis enabled me to discern which individuals or groups of people were
perceived by the authors to have power, through the words used to describe them and who was
quoted. I was able to show how the words used, the individuals quoted, the placement of the
stories within the publications, and the photographs that accompanied the stories were used to
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show teachers in a negative light most of the time in both the Chicago Tribune and the Chicago
Sun-Times, and sometimes in the Seattle Times. Since discourse is always social, I theorize that
the newspapers were engaging in this type of framing to maintain existing power structures by
swaying public sympathy away from the teachers and toward the taxpayers, families, and
government officials. Given the number of anti-Rahm Emanuel (then-mayor of Chicago) frames
included in both the Chicago Tribune and the Chicago Sun-Times, the articles were not intended
to encourage support of the mayor, but to encourage support of the hierarchy.
Because there is so little research on media framing regarding teachers, my findings
demonstrate the need for future studies that compare the frames used regarding teachers and their
unions during normal conditions to those used during strikes. It would also be interesting to
study how this kind of issue framing perpetuates political and social polarization.
Many of these articles depicted the union and the district as either winners or losers,
which oversimplifies the disagreements that led to the strikes. This points to the need for
teachers, unions, and district leaders to consider how their actions and advocacy have been
reported in the past and to make efforts to create their own frames. Union leaders and district
leaders also need to be aware of the language used by each other during conversations, and
especially during contract negotiations or times of conflict. This awareness could help them
understand which issues are most important to the other group and why they are so important,
potentially allowing them to avoid events such as strikes.
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